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1 - the blow up

*amy was runing after sonic one day to tell him something inportant* amy-sonic!!wait!! *sonic looks
behind him to see a pink hedgehog chasing him* sonic-amy what do you want? amy-sonic...i.. *sonic
cuts her off* sonic-amy just leave me alone! amy-sonic tai.. *amy tries to catch her breath* sonic-i dont
want to hear it!! amy-but sonic..its tai.. sonic-ok amy im not going out with you and i never will be your
boyfriend!! *by the time he said that she had recorved her breath and gave a dirty look at him*
amy-whatever i guess you dont care about tails and what happens to him! sonic-theres something wrong
with tails? amy-oh now you wanna know. sonic-amy tell me whats wrong with tails! amy-fine.he got
captured by eggman and i went 2 go get him out but the bars are to hard to break by myself.
sonic-huh?you got into eggmans building?! amy-yeah why cant i?



2 - the resuce

*sonic stands there in shock* amy-well come on lets go get tails before they fry the little guy! sonic-right.
*sonic picks up amy and runs across the water* sonic-(thinking)wow shes changed alot her clothes her
look..and her attitude shes never gave me that snotty look before! *sonic looks at amy* amy-sonic!
sonic-huh?what! amy-we just past the island where tails is!! sonic-oh right! *sonic turns back around and
puts amy down on the sand* amy-ok sonic hes over in buliding c. sonic-thinking)how does amy get over
here and inside to talk to tails?well she has been hagging arould rouge lately....maybe rouge taught her
some tricks to sneek into eggamans base?amy-sonic watch where your going!sonic-huh? *sonic walks
right into a wall* sonic-owww... amy-can you be any more stupidier!! sonic-who are you calling stupid!
amy-well YOU!! sonic-grrr..*starts mumbling* amy-now be quiet! sonic-but your talking.. amy-shut up!
*amy looks down to see tails and waves at him* amy-ok sonic we need to get down there. sonic-ok.
*sonic picks up amy and jumps down into a hole amy made earilier* amy-ok sonic we need you to do a
sonic spin dash on the bars but not to loud! sonic-alright..not loud! *sonic does a sonic spin dash on the
bars quietly* amy-ok lets get out of here.



3 - what do you mean your tired!

*they get out of the building and go onto the other side of the island*
amy-ok sonic we need to get back across the alantic!
sonic-amy?
amy-what?!
sonic-i cant im tired..worn out.
amy-what!!!!!!!!what do you mean your tired!
sonic-im tired..as in sleepy..-.-
tails-soo were stuck on the isalnd untill mouring?aaaaaahhhhhhhhh im stuck with a 16 year old boy
hedgehog and a 14 year old girl hedgehog and worse there fighting!!!!!!!
*tails runs away to a differnet part of the island*
amy-tails!
sonic-tails where you going?
tails-im going for some peice and quiet!
amy-great sonic you drew him away!
sonic-me! you the one who drew him away!!!
amy-whatever im going to bed!
sonic-fine!
*amy goes alittle down the island*
sonic-(thinking) what is with her i havent seen her in two years..and she was all let me hug you sonic two
years ago and now shes snotty,mean,and somehow she doesnt want to hug me anymore i never
thought i say this but i miss the old amy..wait what am i saying!no does this mean i somehow l..llike her?
*sonic decided to go talk to amy to see why she was like that*
*sonic saw some tears going down amys face and then he waited till it was the right time to sit by her
and he did*



4 - try to understand me..

sonic-hey amy whats wrong?
amy-nothing im fine!
sonic-amy come on you have been acting weird lately!
amy-....
sonic-whats wrong plz tell me.
amy-i..i..im just havent renting problems!
sonic-renting problems?
amy-yes so r u going to leave me alone?
sonic-well theres another question..-.-
amy-huh?ok what?
sonic-amy why aare you like this?
amy-......
sonic-plz amy tell me you were all like you wanted to hug me untill i died and now your silent and if not
silent abusing me with your words!
amy-abusing? your funny sonic!
*amy laughs and sonic stares at her blankly*
sonic-....
amy-try to understand me sonic what happend in the past changed me compleatly!
sonic-what happend in the past?
*amy puts a figer up to sonic's lips*
amy-its a secret.
sonic-.......
amy-ok maybe you should go to bed sonic you have to run everybody across the water tomarrow.
sonic-ok...but what about you?
amy-i will go to bed in alittle bit.
sonic-ok.
*sonic goes to bed while amy stares at the ocean and finally goes to bed after while*
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